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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Link Housing Business Plan for 2021/2022. This plan sets out a
reviewed journey from previous years based on a number of changes within the
wider Group structure. The plan reflects on 2020/21 and our achievements and sets
out our strategic direction for 2021/2022 whilst recognising the ongoing risks of the
Covid pandemic that may influence future planning.
2.0

LINK GROUP VISION

The Link Group Vision is to be sustainable in all that we do:
AS A CORPORATE BODY – we will develop an Environmental, Social and
Governance Strategy to ensure our approach to investing, seeking funding and
working with corporate partners furthers our aim as being responsible in our social
and environmental impact.
AS A CONSUMER OF GOODS AND ENERGY – we will make sound decisions on
our use of supplies and take significant steps to reduce our energy consumption by
influencing behaviours (of staff, tenants, customers and volunteers) using
technology. Our community benefits in procurement approach, better use of online
facilities and improved technology for our frontline staff.
AS A SERVICE PROVIDER – we will review our methods of delivering all services to
identify ways in which we can do this with improved efficiency and reduced use of
carbon. This includes looking at our travel approach, better use of online facilities and
improved technology.
AS A DEVELOPER – our new homes are built, as a minimum, to silver sustainability
standards. Our Design Guide has sustainability at its core. It ensures the
communities we develop are attractive, desirable to live in and homes are future
proofed to accommodate differing needs at various life stages.
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3.0

LINK HOUSING VISION, VALUES AND MISSION STATEMENT

Responsible for the housing and asset management of over 7000 social rented
homes, Link Housing has a vision to be a landlord, trusted to do the right thing
through listening to our customers, providing sustainable and value for money
services whilst being accountable and transparent in our service delivery.

Tenant &
Customer
voice

Sustainable

We are trusted
to do the right
thing

Accountable

Value for
money

3.1

OUR MISSION STATEMENT
•
•
•
•

3.2

Deliver a housing service tailored to customer needs.
Demonstrate that our services offer value for money and are affordable.
Deliver sustainable services for tenants and our properties.
Be accountable, open and honest in all that we do.
OUR VALUES

The following values underpin all our activities, working practices and strategies:
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RESPONSIBILITY We all take responsibility for our actions.
EMPATHY
We work hard to understand how people feel as individuals and
treat them with dignity.
SOCIAL IMPACT We strive to ensure that there is a positive social impact from our
activities and work with others who share these aims.
PARTICIPATION We are proactive in providing opportunities for people to engage
with us and help us to improve our services.
EQUALITY
We are all equal and different, and we aim to provide inclusive
environments for work and for living.
CHALLENGE
We challenge ourselves and others towards excellence and
innovation in all we do.
TRANSPARENCY We wish to be open and honest about what we do and how we
do it.
4.0

BACKGROUND CONTEXT

This year has been unprecedented and as such the Covid pandemic has resulted in
necessary changes to our business operating model with home and agile working
becoming the new normal.
Link Housing has risen to the challenge and whilst performance has unavoidably
decreased in some areas, the overall results of the key performance indicators are a
testament to the operating environment.
We developed a bespoke Covid pandemic risk register, we made temporary changes
to policies in line with Scottish Government guidance, we reviewed our asset
planning programme against financial projections, and we have ensured staff are
protected to continue to work. All those actions have allowed Link Housing to
continue with service delivery, albeit a slightly reduced service in terms of the
delivery of routine repairs and planned maintenance works. Shielding of tenants
presented challenges however these were quickly overcome to enable a return to a
fully compliant position in relation to gas servicing.
During the Covid pandemic, Link Group made a bid to form a partnership with Weslo
Housing Association. On the assumption of a favourable tenants’ ballot, Weslo staff
and housing stock will transfer to Link Group in 2021.
5.0

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

In 2019/2020 Link Group commissioned a Strategic Review of services by an
independent consultant. As a result of this review, in 2020/2021 a new senior
structure has been implemented which has created a Group Leadership Team made
up of Group Director of Communities, Group Director of Commercial and Group
Director of Corporate Services. Led by the Group Chief Executive, each Director has
overall responsibility for their areas of business as shown below:
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As Link Housing reports to the Group Director of Communities, an overarching
Communities Strategy will form the basis of the strategic plan going forward,
incorporating all housing and support services with a view to growing and sustaining
communities in the wider sense. To complement the Communities Strategy all the
housing services within the group have been working on developing a new housing
strategy (Housing with Heart) and this business plan will provide more information on
the progress of implementing this strategy during 2021/2022. All the strategies
dovetail with each other as shown below:

Communities Strategy

Housing Services Strategy – Housing with Heart

Group Sustainability/Community Investment Statement/Value
for Money/Employability/Digital/Tenant Engagement/Welfare
Reform Strategies
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6.0

LEGISLATON, REGULATION AND GOVERNANCE

6.1

LEGISLATION

Key legislative instruments guide and inform the work Link Group carries out. We
make constant reference to these and any updates in our strategy development and
action planning. Of particular relevance to Link Housing are:
Coronavirus (Scotland) Act 2020
The Coronavirus (Scotland) Act 2020 introduced a range of legislative changes in
response to the Coronavirus emergency. The specific aspect of the changes for Link
as a Registered Social Landlord is the extension of notice periods for the instigation
of repossession proceedings. The Scottish Government pledged that there would be
no evictions (in both the social rented and private sector) for six months as a
consequence of the Coronavirus.
In January 2021 regulations were laid in the Scottish Parliament to further extend the
suspension of evictions in areas subject to level 3 or 4 restrictions (except in cases of
serious anti-social behaviour, including domestic abuse) and remain in force until 31
March 2021.
The purpose of the legislation is to reduce the risk of homelessness to tenants during
the Covid pandemic, reflecting the significant economic impact of the virus on income
and employment, as well as reduce the burden on local authorities in respect of their
homelessness duties as responsible authorities.
The overall objective is to make it easier for people to follow the guidelines around
staying at home during lockdown restrictions.
Link Housing continued to deliver housing to homeless households throughout the
first lockdown and resumed letting properties in June 2020 when restrictions on
house moves were eased.
Public Services Reform (Scotland) Act 2010, Part 5
Link Housing’s sheltered housing service is registered with the Care Inspectorate in
accordance with the Public Services Reform (Scotland) Act 2010, Part 5. The
service is monitored and inspected by the Care Inspectorate.
Duty of Candour Procedure (Scotland) Regulations 2018
The organisational duty of candour procedure is a legal duty under s. 22 of the
Health (Tobacco, Nicotine etc. and Care) (Scotland) Act 2016 which sets out how
organisations should tell those affected that an unintended or unexpected incident
appears to have caused harm or death.
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The Duty of Candour Regulations apply to Link Housing’s sheltered housing service
as a service registered with Care Inspectorate.
The Regulations place an obligation on services to report to Care Inspectorate any
incidents that trigger the Duty of Candour and to publish an annual report on the
number of incidents, how the duty has been implemented and what learning and
improvements have been put in place.
Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (EESSH)
The target date for meeting the original EESSH standard was December 2020. At
this point 96.8% of Link’s stock met this standard.
Draft guidance outlining the EESSH2 standard was published in November 2020 and
sets a significantly greater challenge. It prescribes that all social housing meets, or
can be treated as meeting, EPC Band B (Energy Efficiency rating), or is as energy
efficient as practically possible, by the end of December 2032 and within the limits of
cost, technology, and necessary consent.
The 2032 milestone will be supported by a formal review in 2025. Air Quality and
Environmental Impact will be included as part of the review and it has been agreed
that no social housing should be re-let below EPC Band D from December 2025,
subject to temporary specified exemptions.
An initial review suggests that with technologies currently available Link would only,
following significant investment, be able to bring just over 50% of stock to this
standard. Further review and the production of the EESSH2 delivery strategy is
planned for 2021/2022.
Changes to Fire Safety Regulations in Scotland
Introduced in February 2019, the legislative change to the tolerable standard applies
to all households in Scotland and now must be met by February 2022 (extended from
February 2021 following the impact of Covid pandemic on the ability to carry out the
necessary work). The new Scottish legislation states that an interlinked Fire and
Smoke alarm system must be fitted in a property and that there should be adequate
Carbon Monoxide protection.
Work to upgrade our smoke detectors is well underway and being delivered by Link
Property.
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The General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (including, where
applicable, as it forms part of the law of England and Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland by virtue of the European Union (Withdrawn) Act 2018)
The Brexit transition period ended on 31 December 2020. As part of the new trade
deal, the EU has agreed to delay transfer restrictions for at least four months, which
can be extended to six months (known as the bridge). The UK Government is
seeking adequacy decisions from the European Commission. In the absence of
adequacy decisions at the end of the bridge, transfers from the European Economic
Area (EEA) to the UK will need to comply with EU GDPR transfer restrictions. We are
working towards putting the appropriate safeguards in place as recommended by the
ICO (Information Commissioner’s Office).
We will keep our guidance under review and continue to monitor the ICO website and
update any policies or procedures if the situation changes.
Climate Change (Emissions Reduction Targets) (Scotland) Act 2019
This legislation enshrines the Scottish Government’s commitment to ensuring that
Scotland contributes positively to carbon reduction, with a target date for net‑zero
emissions of all greenhouse gases by 2045. This will touch upon all aspects of life –
commerce, manufacturing, food production, energy generation, power and heating in
homes, businesses, travel, and how we use our land.
The Scotland Act 2016 (part 3) and Social Security (Scotland) Act 2018
The Social Security (Scotland) Act 2018 makes provision for social security in
Scotland to deliver devolved powers introduced in the Scotland Act 2016 (Part 3) and
received Royal Assent on 1 June 2018.
Scottish Government is committed to delivering a social security system based on
dignity, fairness, and respect, delivered by the Social Security Agency, which is
based across two sites in Glasgow and Dundee and when fully operational is
expected to employ 1900 staff.
To date the Agency has introduced the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carers Allowance Supplement
Best Start Grant, Pregnancy and Baby Payment
Best Start Grant nursery age and school payments
Young Carer Grant
Funeral Support Payment
Child Winter Heating Assistance
Job Start Payment
Child Disability Payment
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Introduction of the following benefits has been delayed due to the Covid pandemic,
with a revised timetable of:
•
•
•
6.2

Scottish Child Payment from February 2021 (opened for applications in
November 2020).
Disability Assistance for Working-age People from spring 2022.
Disability Assistance for Older People from 202
REGULATION

Link Group submitted its second Annual Assurance Statement in October 2020 and
its seventh Annual Return on the Charter (ARC). We published our Charter Report
Card in November 2020. A monthly report to the Scottish Housing Regulator is
currently being submitted with information relating to the impact of Covid pandemic.
Our award-winning Tenant Scrutiny Panel (TSP) play a vital role within Link Housing
and act independently and in the interests of tenants. Its purpose is to scrutinise
service delivery and performance and work to drive forward improvements. The
Panel has carried out four scrutiny exercises to date and reviewed processes and the
Charter Report card. The TSP continue to be a valued team of individuals who make
a difference to the work we do.
The Scottish Housing Regulator has a current focus on rent affordability, risk
management, asset management (including development), homelessness and health
and safety. We continue to ensure we are aligned and compliant in these areas.
6.3

GOVERNANCE

Link Housing is governed by a Board made up of 9 members (maximum 12 members
allowed). In 2021/2022 we will be recruiting for additional members to join our Board.
Meetings are held bi-monthly and decisions are either approved, noted, or deferred
to Link Group for approval in their capacity as the Registered Social Landlord (RSL).
Training for Board members was identified as part of our annual performance
reviews and a suite of training courses commenced in January 2021 to ensure Link
Housing Board members have a full knowledge of our business.
An inter-group agreement has been developed and Link Housing Board along with
the other partner RSL’s has signed up to the agreement to formalise the new
structure and set out the standards expected from both Link Housing Association and
Link Group from 2021 onwards.
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7.0

STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK

7.1

Communities Strategy

The development of the Communities Strategy will seek to address inequality, health
and wellbeing of our people and invest in community assets, including capacity
building working with community partners. The strategy will also promote positive
change to more people’s lives through providing a range of services including
support and care services and employability and volunteering opportunities.
Link’s approach to providing homes goes far beyond bricks and mortar - people and
placemaking are central to providing new homes but equally investing within our
existing neighbourhoods. We believe that it is our responsibility to provide housing
that allows individuals and families to feel safe, where their wellbeing and good
health are encouraged by their physical surroundings. It can stimulate a positive
sense of place-making and provide opportunities in both training and employment –
these are key considerations of our development plans.
7.2

Housing Services Strategy – Housing with Heart

The development of the Housing with Heart strategy is well underway with our
partner organisations namely, Horizon, Larkfield and West Highland Housing
Associations. Planning sessions have taken place with all staff and consultation and
feedback has been sought to allow the strategy to be written.
This strategy provides a clear direction for housing services over the next five years
and is based upon four particular themes that feed into the Group vision, thereby
creating the “golden thread”.
These themes are:
TENANT/CUSTOMER
LED SERVICES
Work with tenants to
deliver excellent
services and do what
we say we are going to
do.
Develop combined
tenant engagement
strategy.
Identify tenant and
customer profiles.
Tailor services to suit
individual needs.
Deliver and implement
community engagement
plans.
Co-create and manage
projects to suit tenants.

VALUE LED SERVICES

SUSTAINABILITY

ACCOUNTABILITY

Demonstrate that
housing services offer
value for money.
Demonstrate value for
money initiatives.
Review annual costs
making efficiency
savings where
appropriate.
Tenant and customer
focused locality planning.

Maintain and improve a
sustainable joined up
housing service tailor
made to customer
needs.
Promote independent
living and inclusive
communities.
Create sustainable
communities and
tenancies.
Ensure current and
future tenants can
access and sustain
housing appropriate for
their needs.
Work towards a carbon
neutral environment
within our communities.

Be accountable, open
and honest in all that
we do.
Lead success through
a culture of mutual
support involving
others in decisions that
affect them.
Take ownership of
tenants and customer
needs and advocate on
their behalf.
Deliver personalised
solutions with a “can
do” attitude.
Take personal
responsibility for
actions and
performance.
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The next steps during 2021/2022 will be to develop an action plan and commence
implementation of “easy wins” whilst planning the wider strategic actions.
7.3

Employability Strategy

Through our work, we see the impact of inequality of opportunity, access to services
and financial capacity which, individually and cumulatively, have a serious and
adverse impact on people, families, and communities we serve. To achieve our aim
of contributing towards inclusive growth, Link will continue to develop and deliver a
range of projects and initiatives that make a positive difference to people’s lives.
In 2021/22 we will be revising and implementing our Employability Strategy with a
view to (amongst other initiatives) increasing the range and availability of
employability support activities for Link tenants, service users and other individuals
seeking our assistance.
7.4

Digital Strategy

A key aspect of the Digital Strategy is the need to provide customer focused services
aligned to business needs. Digital information and services should be easy to
access, convenient, mobile-friendly, and well designed. We want to make it easier for
our customers to report an issue, pay for a service or find information.
We want to be able to solve most of our tenants and customers' requests at their first
point of contact and be able to track enquiries through to delivery. Welcoming tenant
and customers’ feedback and suggestions about our services, which in turn helps us
to better understand what drives their satisfaction, identify, and eliminate the causes
of failures and complaints. The Digital Strategy is focused on building an effective
‘bridge’ between tenant and customer needs and expectations with those of the
business.
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The themes of the strategy are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer Experience – Ensuring delivery of a seamless message across all
touchpoints to maximise the tenant and customer experience.
Integrated ICT and Digital Services – Deliver a reliable, flexible, integrated,
secure, accessible and well managed service.
Insight – focus on becoming more data centric – so we can create the
capability to turn information into insight.
Digital Facilitation – Be outward looking to ensure that Link’s tenants and
customers have access to digital services and are not disadvantaged.
Security and Compliance – Consistently provide the business to ensure
tenants and customers continual security risks are being appropriately treated,
managed and mitigated.
Innovation – Introducing new methods, ideas and technical solutions in order
to achieve competitive advantage and/or competitive differentiation.

The implementation of these interlinked themes will achieve the overall foal of
information-led customer focused service management.
Telecare Services – Analogue to Digital Transformation
By 2025, the UK’s analogue telephone service is due to be switched off. This will
have an impact on telecare services provided in Link’s sheltered and retirement plus
developments.
Link has signed up to the Technology Enabled Care in Housing Charter. The charter
and Link’s Digital Strategy will provide the foundations for developing tests for
change that:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify advances in technology.
improve telecare services.
improve people’s health and wellbeing.
helping older people to live safely at home for longer.
consider opportunities for supporting older and vulnerable tenants in
mainstream tenancies.

Digital Facilitation
Ensuring Link’s tenants and customers have access to digital services and are not
disadvantaged by their financial situation or other constraints is the focus of the
digital facilitation theme of the overall Digital Strategy. Digital Facilitation continues
to be informed by UK and Scottish Governments’ digital strategies. We will continue
to evolve projects and actions in line with technological and behavioural changes,
providing appropriate and contemporary direction for our tenants and customers.
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7.5

Value for Money Strategy

Value for Money (VFM) is integral to all our activities and is one particular theme of
the Housing with Heart strategy. Our approach is an inclusive one which takes
account of communities and future tenants as well as existing tenants and service
users. Link’s response to VFM is to:
“Make optimal use of our resources to deliver high quality, cost effective services
which result in positive social and economic impact in our communities.”
In its 2019 consultation with Link Group tenants on VFM, Link Housing Association
described it as:
“Doing the right thing, in the right place, at the right time, at the right price.”
In recognition of the breadth of the VFM discussion and the range of activities and
measures for consideration, we intend to take an incremental approach to developing
the longer-term strategy and this will be a focus for the Group in 2021/2022.
The Customer Satisfaction Survey carried out in 2020 reported 76% of tenants felt
their rent represented VFM. While this is an increase from the previous 2017 survey
(65%) it remains below the Scottish average (84%).
An example of a value for money initiative for 2021/2022 is to provide Housing
Officers with £500 to spend autonomously (within protocols) within their patches. The
ethos being the ability to prevent escalation of issues and provide low cost, high
value and quality results for tenants and customers.
In addition to the above the following has been actioned:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A revised approach to rent consultation. This includes bringing forward the
consultation to maximise opportunities to participate, giving options and
consulting with applicants as well as tenants.
Rent affordability analyses according to the SFHA model.
A review of lettings practices.
A reduction in days to re-let.
Development of a VFM theme in the Housing with Heart strategy.
Development of a template to demonstrate VFM initiatives.
Completion of SHN VFM benchmarking (2019).
Group Leadership Team (GLT) agreement to take out HouseMark
membership (with improved VFM insights) from April 2021.
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Regarding social and economic impact, we have:
•
•
•
7.6

Submitted a report on data collection processes (a key component to
support impact measurement) to the October 2019 Senior Management
Group.
Submitted an additional report to Senior Management Group on business
intelligence tools in October 2019 and a further update in September 2020.
Identified VFM as a key element in the emerging Sustainability strategy.

Tenant Engagement Strategy

In February 2020, a full staff away day was held with Link Group RSL partners to
support the development of the Housing with Heart Strategy. The main themes of
strategy will focus on:
•
•
•
•

Tenant/customer engagement
Affordable, value-led services
Sustainability
Accountability

To support these themes, Link Housing’s Tenant Engagement Strategy was
reviewed in consultation with tenants in 2020. Members of the tenant consultation
register, and registered tenant organisations were sent a SurveyMonkey
questionnaire asking their views on tenant participation at Link Housing. Over 300
tenants completed the survey and findings have been incorporated into the reviewed
strategy.
During consultation events tenants agreed the following strategy themes:
Influence – Housing policies, services and service levels will be shaped by tenants
through effective and thorough consultation. We use a ‘participatory budgeting’
approach to involve tenants in decisions about investment.
Tenant Scrutiny – Link Housing’s Tenant Scrutiny Panel has developed and is
implementing a three-year business plan. The Panel plays a key role in scrutinising
Link’s performance of the Scottish Social Housing Charter outcomes, making
recommendations for improvement and assessing value for money.
Communication and Information – Link Housing will produce tenant newsletters
and other information in partnership with tenants. We have introduced a new Tenant
Armchair Critics Panel to review the information that we send tenants electronically.
Menu of ways to get involved – Link Housing has developed a range of
opportunities and methods, so that tenants can get involved at a level they are
comfortable with.
Local neighbourhood engagement and registered tenant organisations – where
there is interest and demand we will develop local tenant groups and help them
become registered. Throughout the summer months we will hold local events across
the areas where we have housing stock.
Training and skills development – Link Housing will provide training or work with
our partners to ensure tenants have the skills and confidence to take part.
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Tenant Engagement Research Project – CAPCO
Link Housing has entered an innovative partnership with consultant CAPCO, to look
at ways of evolving tenant engagement. This project initially focussed on:
•
•
•

•

Development of customer ‘personas’ that will allow us to implement a tailored
segmentation approach to engaging with our tenants.
Improved customer insight.
Investigating and measuring the impact of introducing aspects of tenant
engagement at different stages of the customer journey.
Looking at different ways of measuring tenant engagement.

The project will continue throughout 2021/2022. The Covid pandemic restrictions
have had an impact on the project, and we have paused the original focus of the
work and are carrying out a diary study with frontline housing staff. The diary study is
investigating the challenges of engaging with tenants during remote working.
Findings and recommendations will be presented to senior management and shared
with other group RSL partners.
Our tenant engagement approach has been impacted significantly by the Covid
pandemic. Traditional meetings and events are paused. In a short space of time, we
have transformed the tenant engagement model from physical to remote
engagement. Consultation is now largely by web and phone and participation largely
by Teams meetings and surveys. Some tenant groups are content to take a hiatus
from meetings during Covid restrictions, whilst others have moved to online
meetings. Our award-winning tenant scrutiny panel has continued to meet remotely,
and we have equipped them with new laptops to enhance their capacity.
It is recognised that not all tenants have the hardware, software or broadband
connection to know how to take part in video meetings. We are promoting digital
tenant engagement options through the website and newsletters and are
investigating funding routes to provide devices and connectivity. Linking into the
second theme of the Digital Strategy ‘digital facilitation’. This will remain a focus, and
ongoing work, including with Capco, to investigate the pros and cons of remote and
digital tenant engagement.
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7.7

Welfare Reform Strategy

The current economic climate and the impact of the Covid pandemic on household
finances has led to the perfect storm in terms of affordability and people’s ability to
prioritise payment of their rent and manage their debt. Increasing levels of food and
fuel poverty are evident, with tenants forced to access foodbanks and emergency
sources of funding for essentials. Analysis of rent affordability informs that
households in receipt of Universal Credit (UC) are the most significantly impacted.
Notwithstanding this wider position, Link continues to protect its rental income
through robust rent account management procedures and the provision of welfare
benefits and debt and money advice and support.
Our revised Welfare Reform strategy was approved by Board in 2020 and we
continue to mitigate risks where possible.
The design of UC and its inherent issues and delays in the roll out timetable for
managed migration continues to pose a high risk for Link and its tenants. The
migration is now planned to be completed by September 2024 and this may yet be
further delayed.
There are robust controls in place to monitor the rent accounts of tenants in receipt of
UC, to ensure UC payments are received and provide support to those tenants.
Recording measures are reported regularly to Boards and the Group Leadership
Team.
7.8

Asset Management Strategy

Our Asset Management Strategy sets out our priorities to ensure Link’s residential
portfolio remains of a high quality and has the appropriate level of investment to
ensure its long-term contribution to stable communities.
The overall purpose of the Asset Management Strategy is to provide a robust
framework within which informed decisions can be made to meet the priorities of the
strategy. The strategy comprises of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A detailed asset performance review dovetailed with environmental and
socioeconomic factors to establish a baseline score for each scheme.
A methodology of weighting and scoring the assets reflecting these indicators.
A defined ranking of Link stock.
A plan to ensure an appropriate solution is developed for lower ranked
schemes.
An outline of the assets energy performance and action plan to meet the
Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (EESSH).
A protocol for disposing of assets and leases.
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Included in our business plan this year is a review and refresh of our Asset
Management Strategy, which will consider the adjustments made considering the
Covid pandemic and highlight the move to working in partnership with Link Property
as the main provider of general maintenance, planned maintenance and gas
servicing and repairs. The strategy will also seek to address the growth in terms of
common maintenance involved in our new build programme and the new features of
design that increase our compliance responsibilities.
8.0

HOUSING MANAGEMENT

8.1

Estate Management

Estate management continues to be at the heart of the work carried out by local area
teams and as such, working with Link Property and our inhouse environmental team,
Linkscape, a few estate enhancements have been achieved during 2020/2021. In the
year ahead we will continue with our programme of enhancements to improve and
sustain the environment whilst engaging with our tenants throughout the process.
Our Neighbourhood Commitment Policy will be reviewed in the year ahead in
conjunction with tenants with a view to encouraging more engagement and
increasing community spirit and engagement.
8.2

Rent Setting, Affordability and Debt Management

Link Group does not utilise a fixed point in time to determine rent increases but, in
preparing the budgets, refers to forecasts of what the average rate of inflation will be
in the forthcoming financial year and what income is required to fund our planned
activities. Our aim is to balance affordability of rents for our tenants with the need for
continued investment in properties and services. No minimum rent increases are
employed and no real (i.e., above inflation) rent increases are assumed.
A full consultation on the 2021/22 rent increase took place in November 2020.
Continuing our approach from 2019 we had conducted a consultation prior to the
Christmas period. This year the consultation was brought forward to maximise
opportunities. All tenants had the opportunity to participate in the consultation with a
leaflet being sent to all tenants. A total of 470 tenants took part in the consultation.
Tenants were given two options (2.25% or 2.5%). Just over half of those who
responded (52.6%) expressed a preference for 2.5%, with 45.6% choosing 2.25%
and the remaining 1.9% not selecting an option. The Link Group Board approved an
increase of 2.5%.
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When approving the 2021/22 rent increase the Link Group Board also considered the
summary initial results of an affordability assessment completed by Link Group and
Link Housing Association using the SFHA’s Affordability Tool.
This was completed on a similar basis to previous assessments in 2017, 2018 and
2019 using the moderate incomes approach included in the SFHA’s Affordability
Tool:
“A ‘moderate incomes’ approach assumes that landlords are not able to set rents to
be affordable to every single tenant, regardless of how low their income is but that
moderate incomes should be examined when setting rents.”1
Results indicate improved affordability from 2019 with no property types having rents
more than 30% of moderate (30th percentile) incomes for the seven household types
used in the analysis. The following should be noted:
The modelled moderate (30th percentile) incomes are based on the Office of National
Statistics ASHE (Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings) results from April 2020
(published October 2020). The above income information does not take account of
the impact of Covid-19. Rents are based on 2020/21 average rents excluding service
charges.
The 2020 results have been compared with the three previous assessments in 2017,
2018 and 2019. The key findings are as follows:
•
•
•

100% of property types had average rents less than 30% of moderate incomes
in 2020, compared to 98% of property types in the three previous years.
95.5% of property types had rents less than 25% of moderate income in 2020
compared to 70% in 2019.
10 local authorities had household types with residual (after rent) moderate
incomes below the MIS (Minimum Income Standard) compared with 20 in
2019, 18 in 2018 and 16 in 2017.

The affordability assessment is based on modelled income data, selected household
types and average rents (excluding service charges). While it provides a broad
modelled overview of affordability at local authority level, it is not an affordability
assessment using the actual circumstances of individual households taking account
of all housing related costs. If a property type has an average rent greater than 25%
for a modelled household type and income, it does not mean that all households in
each individual property of this size find the rent unaffordable. Conversely, if a
property type has an average rent of less than 25% of income, we cannot conclude
that all households find the rent affordable.
The moderate incomes approach does not take account of all aspects of affordability
and individual household circumstances. Therefore, we ask tenants for their views on
affordability and compare our rents with other social landlords:

1

Page 38, SFHA Guide to Rent Setting and Affordability Tool, June 2017, SFHA and Indigo House
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•
•

The percentage of tenants finding their rent affordable or just about affordable
increased from 78% in 2018 to 85% in 2019 and 2020.
Link Group’s average rent in 2019/20 (£86.95) was below the RSL average
(£87.94) and above the Scottish average (£81.40).

In addition, we expanded the 2020 analysis (using the SFHA (Scottish Federation of
Housing Associations) Affordability Tool) to include modelled Universal Credit income
for five typical household types in six local authorities. This had not been completed
in previous years. We found significantly reduced levels of affordability, with all
household types spending between 38% to 70% of their Universal Credit income on
rent. No household types had residual income above the MIS (Minimum Income
Standard).
Maintaining rental income and helping tenants sustain their tenancies is business
critical and underpins our overall approach to rent management and debt prevention.
Early intervention is key and pre-tenancy work on affordability and payment of rent
from day 1, creates the start of a positive payment culture and a focus on the
importance of rent for Link tenants, at the start of their tenancy journey.
Housing Officers and Advice Service staff provide a holistic and supportive approach
to tenants and customers in the management of their tenancies and payment of their
rent.
The focus on early intervention and provision of wrap around support is embedded in
service delivery. Our Rent Arrears Prevention and Debt Collection Policy supports a
robust arrears escalation procedure in dealing with non- payment of rent.
Through the provision of the specialist Debt and Money Advice Service, tenants
presenting with debt can access a broad range of debt solutions including Trust
Deed, Debt Arrangement Scheme, and affordable priority debt repayment
arrangements.
Despite an increasing number of households claiming Universal Credit, and the
current economic climate considering the Covid pandemic, our arrears position has
remained stable.
There are daily management of rent accounts at a patch level by Housing Officers,
as well as monthly performance reviews where rent arrears are measured against
key performance indicators. These indicators are reported to Link Housing Board on
a quarterly basis.
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8.3

Allocations - Choice Based Letting System and Void Management

Link currently lets around 750 homes a year, this is a fundamental pillar of our
business and a key performance measure. We are currently developing a new Link
choice based letting system in partnership with Home Connections.
The new system will offer an improved customer experience, with features including
a mobile friendly app, with the additional functionality of saving searches and
supports the sending of push notifications to housing applicants.
As well as the benefits of a customer/user-friendly system, there will be significant
improvements to business processes which offer time saving and a more efficient
approach to advertising our vacant homes available for let.
Our turnover of 10% is evenly spread across our stock types and areas. In general
demand for Link properties remains high and our letting performance is comparable
with other RSL’s with a geographically spread stock.
There is a collaborative approach to void management between Link Housing and
Link Property with well-established local relationships which allow the most efficient
approach to property repairs and quality of let at date of entry.
The suspension of all but emergency homeless lets in the first quarter of 2020
impacted on our letting profile and performance. This position was significantly
improved in the latter part of the year.
8.4

New Build

Building on our success of 341 new build completions are on target for completion by
March 2021. We are committed to developing excellent quality, energy efficient and
affordable homes to help meet the increasing levels of housing need across
Scotland.
In 2021/2022 we plan to deliver a further 374 affordable new homes and continuing
our contribution to demand for social housing.
Taking account of our newbuild programme for the period of this business plan as
well as the properties detailed above, we will deliver a total of 473 homes for social
rent to 2023.
To develop further Link’s ambition for increased sustainability in its new building
programme, all new build homes developed are constructed to the ‘silver standard’
(‘Active’ 1 and 2) of sustainability standards.
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8.5

Anti-social Behaviour

We manage our neighbourhoods and tenancies through our Anti-social Behaviour
(ASB) Policy which supports a preventative and proactive approach to ASB.
There is a recognition that ASB is not just a housing management issue and there is
on the ground collaboration with other agencies including Police Scotland, local
authority statutory services as well as other registered social landlords who have
neighbouring stock in our areas of operation.
Our approach is that legal action for recovery of a property is a last resort. Following
the changes as detailed within the Housing (Scotland) Act 2014 Link has developed
and implemented:
•

ASB Streamlined Eviction procedure - used to recover tenancies where
established antisocial behaviour has taken place, over a much shorter
recovery timescale.

•

ASB Short Scottish Secure Tenancy Policy which is used to reduce the
tenancy rights of tenants who are not complying with their tenancy conditions.
Creating a Short Scottish Secure Tenancy means that if a tenant continues to
be in breach of their tenancy then the streamlined eviction procedure can be
imposed.

Both procedures protect the rights of tenants to live peacefully and safely in their
homes and neighbourhoods.
This year considering the lockdown that started in the Spring of 2020 and throughout
the summer months there was a significant increase in reported cases of ASB across
our stock. In the period April-December 2020 there were a total of 738 reported
incidents with the majority of these categorised at ASB level C (low level).
The highest reported incidents occurred in July 2020 (103) and by December 2020
we reported our lowest figure all year (43). Despite the restrictions on home visits
Housing Officers continue to provide a prompt response and investigate all reported
incidents.
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8.6

Older Persons’ Housing

Older people make up a sizable proportion of our tenant population with 41% of our
tenants aged 55 and over and 21% of this group aged 65 and over. With
demographic trends indicating that the number of older people will continue to rise,
we intend to focus on offering services to older people that are in line with their
varying needs and aspirations.
There are six sheltered housing developments registered with Care Inspectorate
providing low level housing support services with a full-time member of staff working
Monday to Friday. Local authority funding is still to be determined for the year ahead
and this may mean these homes will be converted to the retirement plus model
should the funding be no longer available.
There are five Retirement Plus developments providing intensive housing
management services with a part time member of staff working Monday to Friday
within these developments.
Sheltered and Retirement Plus tenants also benefit from a telecare system that
provides emergency assistance out of hours and when staff are not on site. These
services are provided by specialist call receiving centres.
Demand for sheltered and retirement plus developments varies by development and
geographical area.
The retirement model of housing continues to be successful as the retirement new
build increases. Retirement housing provides accessible housing for older people.
These developments are designed to promote independent living and are not staffed.
A total of 99 new properties were planned for 2020/201. A total of 58 properties have
been made available with the remaining 41 delayed because of the Covid pandemic.
Whilst demand has been varied in certain geographical locations, the feedback from
residents has been positive, and tenants have been delighted with the high
specification standards.
The welfare and health and safety of our older residents and staff during the Covid
pandemic has been critical. We have complied with the Care Inspectorate
guidelines; we have contacted all 319 residents at least twice a day having made
over 70,000 telephone contacts with tenants and family members since the end of
March 2020. Our staff has continued to carry out health and safety checks within the
developments for which risk assessments for tasks have been carried out along with
appropriate training and personal protective equipment provided to staff.
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8.7

Tenancy Sustainment

Tenancy sustainment is a key strand of the Housing with Heart strategy and as such,
it has been recognised that resources are required to deal with an increasing number
of tenants with complex needs.
It requires a determined, coordinated, and proactive approach to ensure timely and
successful interventions. Link believes that this work begins at the point of allocating
homes by ensuring a close match between the homes offered and individuals’
aspirations, and that advice, information and support is given to help tenants meet
their obligations. Link has the benefit of having a broad range of expertise in welfare
advice, care and support and tenancy sustainment as well as support and advice for
particular groups. This expertise is shared across the group and ensures that we
focus on additional customer groups including young people, people with disabilities,
older people and under-represented groups.
To mitigate the risks of evictions and abandonments, a new joint pilot project (HoME
Help On Managing Everything) was launched in conjunction with LinkLiving in 2019.
The HoME Project provides assistance to tenants in the Falkirk and Edinburgh areas.
Building on the success of the project, in 2021/22 the plan is to expand the provision
of one-to-one support to tenants across all geographical areas within Link Housing.
8.8

Homelessness

Link Housing continue to play a key part in offering accommodation to local
authorities in our areas of operation, in response to increasing homelessness
numbers across Scotland.
During the first lockdown in March 2020, Link were pro-active in contacting local
authorities offering properties for let and made lets in a three-month period to
statutory homeless households.
Our commitment to offering a quality, sustainable home for life to our customers
underpins our approach to allocations and this is evident from our homelessness
figures and tenancy sustainment performance. Between April and December 2020,
we let 83% of properties to homeless applicants and 94% of properties let in the
previous year have sustained their tenancy beyond a year.
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The impact of the Covid pandemic on the economy will lead to an increased risk of
mortgage repossessions which will add to the pressure on local authorities in
meeting their statutory obligations as the responsible authority. Link Housing will
continue to work closely with local authorities in reducing and alleviating
homelessness in line with our current quotas of lets and housing options approach to
all applicants. Housing Options advice remains a key feature of our allocations work
and will be included in our processes for the new Choice Based Letting system,
which is due to be launched in June 2021.
8.9

Asset Management

Our Asset Management team manages all the assets (which includes mid-market
rent) in relation to health and safety compliance, component replacement, major
works, quality control, stock condition surveys and neighbourhood commitments.
We also work closely with Commercial Services working with owners in multi tenure
estates to deliver work to communal areas.
We use a system of dividing asset maintenance into three principal areas namely:
•

Compliance works, including all health and safety requirements for gas,
electrical and fire safety, asbestos management, legionella testing, doors,
roof, lift maintenance and stage 3 adaptation equipment servicing.

•

Planned works includes the replacement of property components, e.g.,
windows, doors, and bathrooms as well as large roof replacements and
external works.

•

Cyclical works including yearly painter work, gas servicing and ad hoc works
such as major repairs e.g., stonework and replacement roofs, re-rendering,
dampness, and condensation remedial works.

Quality control inspections of works carried out by all our service providers, including
our landscape maintenance contractor along with other specialist contractors.
Stock condition surveys are carried out in-house and ongoing throughout the year.
To date this financial year, we have achieved 214 internal/ 272 external stock
condition surveys. These numbers are significantly reduced due to restrictions in
accessing tenants' homes. We have the ability to clone components and our asset
management system enables a robust approach to planning our renewals. The stock
data is updated following renewals and as such the information is current.
Our requirements in meeting Scottish Housing Quality Standard (SHQS) by March
2015 were achieved and the exemptions and abeyances notified to the Scottish
Housing Regulator. We currently have 25 properties which are exempt and 12
properties in abeyance which leaves 37 properties which do not meet the standard
(less than 0.5% of Link stock). We continue to work towards decreasing the number
of properties which do not meet the standard.
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8.10

Planned Maintenance

Due to the Covid pandemic the planned maintenance programme was suspended in
March 2020, restarted in August 2020, and was suspended again in December 2020.
The result of this is only 92 replacement windows have been completed out of 350
which were planned. 99 kitchens (out of 210) and 95-bathroom replacements (out of
154) have also been carried out. External painter work has failed to be carried out in
13 schemes. Whilst this has resulted in an underspend, all tenants have been kept
informed of the position during the Covid pandemic.
The programme has also been reviewed throughout the year and adjusted
accordingly. An exercise of reforecasting our 30-year financial programme and plan
of work has also been necessary.
In terms of gas servicing which commenced in-house by Link Property in April 2020,
performance has been achieved in some areas. The need to shield by tenants
created challenges in gaining access to carry out routine boiler servicing and this
resulted in a failure to be legally compliant for 48 properties. These were carried out
after their anniversary date and by 7 September 2020, all properties were legally
compliant. We have continued to be legally compliant and strive to retain this
position. The gas servicing failures will be reported to the Scottish Housing
Regulator through the Annual Return of the Charter in May 2021.
Other works have progressed and include for example stonework surveys that have
been able to be undertaken with no reliance on the need to ensure supplies or
external contractors were available. Tenders have also been prepared for other
major works ready for procurement in the new financial year.
The overall investment programme for 2021/2022 is attached as an appendix for
information.
8.11

Fuel Poverty

Fuel poverty continues to be an area of concern across the group, and we know that
many of our tenants and customers face problematic decisions when prioritising
expenditure on housing, food, or heating. The Energy & Sustainability Officer also
enhances Link Group’s response to tackling fuel poverty, increasing energy
efficiency, and improving Link’s corporate sustainability.
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As a general principle, Link will continue to seek renewable heating solutions to
minimise the impact of fuel costs and support environmental impact considerations.
In off-grid gas areas such as Fort William and Oban, Link will utilise air source heat
pump technology to provide affordable and low carbon heating solutions and where
possible these will be integrated with Photovoltaic panels (PV). New forms of
technologies are considered on a project specific basis.
9.0

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Ensuring all staff have an awareness of the importance of health and safety is
paramount within Link Housing.
The following mandatory refresher Health & Safety training is planned for 2021/2022
for all Link Housing staff.
Course
Corporate Induction*
Data Protection/GDPR
Awareness
Display Screen Equipment
Driving at Work
Equality, Diversity &
Inclusion
Fact Find & Investigations
Fire Safety
Freedom of Information
(Scotland)
Handling Challenging
Conversations
Manual Handling
Personal Safety
Safe Hub Line Manager /
Business Admin
Safe Hub Lone Worker
Security Awareness
Essentials
Working at Heights

9.1

Audience

Duration

Refresher

All staff
All staff

Delivery
Method
Internal (L&D)
eLearning

½-day
30-mins

N/A
2-Year

Role specific
Role specific
All staff

eLearning
eLearning
F2F / Virtual

45-mins
45-mins
½-day

3-Year
3-Year
N/A

Managers
All staff
Role specific

F2F / Virtual
eLearning
eLearning

1-day
45-mins
45-min

N/A
3-Year
TBC

Managers

F2F / Virtual

½-day

N/A

All staff
Role specific
Role specific

eLearning
eLearning
Webinar

45-mins
45-mins
45-mins

3-Year
3-Year
3-Year

Role specific
All staff

Webinar
eLearning

45-mins
30-mins

3-Year
3-Year

All staff

eLearning

45-mins

3-Year

Learning Management System and eLearning Launch

The Group’s Learning and Development service is working towards the launch of a
new Learning Management System (LMS) and eLearning content that will be
accessible for staff, board members and some LinkLiving service users in the
Employability service. The eLearning will cover several topics, including Health and
Safety and this is planned for 2021/2022.
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9.2

Line Manager Support for Health and Safety

Line managers are at the core of Link’s people management strategy, so supporting
their learning needs are the focus for 2021/2022. To support new and existing line
managers in their roles, Learning and Development will be introducing a new Line
Manager Induction and Essentials learning programme. A key theme for this will
include Line Manager responsibilities for managing Health, Safety and Well-being.
10.0

2020/2021 Performance/Benchmarking

In preparing this Business Plan, we carried out a review of how well we have
performed against the objectives and targets during 2020/2021 accepting that we
have operated a reduced service due to the Covid pandemic. A summary of
achievements and operational performance is attached as an appendix.
Link is also part of the Scottish Housing Network (SHN) benchmarking group which
provides comparative information with other organisations and the opportunity to
review and assess the statistics on an annual basis. This coming year, Link is joining
HouseMark who will provide a robust benchmarking model with our peers and this
information will be available at the end of 2021.
11.0

2020/2021 FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Link Housing this financial year 2020/2021 is likely to be in an underspend position.
Due to the Covid pandemic, the main contributors to this underspend are related to
delays in allocating properties at the start of the financial year, the suspension of the
planned maintenance programme and the inability to carry out the component
replacement works which have been due to the lack of resources and supplies and
the Scottish Government guidelines relating to working in peoples’ homes.
12.0

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES and TARGETS 2020/2021

Our performance during 2020/2021 during the Covid pandemic has brought us closer
to our tenants and customers and there is much learning to be gained going forward.
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We have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retained our service levels with minor disruption for tenants (apart from
routine repairs and planned maintenance works).
Made contact twice with all our tenants as part of our welfare checks and this
has provided important intelligence on how people use our services, what
practical support they need and preferred methods of communication.
Ensured the safety of our tenants and their properties through our compliance
framework.
Carried out two evictions which were previously arranged, (all other evictions
are delayed until further guidance is received from Scottish Government).
Developed and implemented safe working guidance and procedures for staff
issuing personal protective equipment to all field staff.
Made over 70,000 contacts with our retirement plus and sheltered residents,
their families, and other agencies.
Maintained our rental income and arrears position within our set targets.
Allocated 203 properties (of 371 lets) or 55% to people in housing needs and
victims of domestic abuse during the period April to December 2020.
Adopted a distanced sign-up process and developed a virtual viewing for
prospective tenants that will lead to a digital method in future.
Agile working has become a normal working practice for field staff which will
be the springboard for our future business model.

The Business Plan for 2021/2022 seeks to embrace and embed the Housing with
Heart strategy and consequently the themes “VAST” – Value for money,
Accountability, Sustainability and Tenant led services.
The main elements of the business plan action plan will therefore include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Progressing Housing with Heart Strategy and developing each of the VAST
themes whilst dovetailing with the Communities Strategy.
Embedding a culture refresh in relation to working practices, attitudes, and
behaviours to meet tenant expectations.
Performance improvement in areas identified through Annual Return on the
Charter considering benchmarking results.
Review of performance reporting and targets
Planning and integrating Weslo Housing Association.
Continue with the disposal strategy for stock in the Borders areas.
Continue with an agile business model and review lessons learned in working
practices from the Covid pandemic.
Review of Asset Management strategy
Develop EESSH 2 strategy
Integration of Weslo staff and tenants into Link (upon positive ballot result*).
Carry out a Rent setting policy review to include Weslo*
Achievement of the Asset Management Programme for Link and Weslo
tenants*.
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•
•

Continue with actions from the Tenant Engagement Strategy and develop our
intelligence of what our tenants’ aspirations and needs are to allow service
delivery to be tailor made to suit.
Protecting our rental income and controlling debt.

Proposed targets are attached as an appendix, to be approved by Link Housing
Board in February 2021.
The Risk Register for Housing Services and the Covid Pandemic risk register are
also attached as appendices.
13.0

CONCLUSIONS

Despite a difficult year in 2020/2021, Link Group remains in a financially secure
position, part of which is due to the continued reliable and robust performance of rent
and debt collection.
We continue to review our risk profiles, protecting tenants and staff and within this
environment, Link Housing plans to achieve delivery of its business plan proposals
during 2021/2022 whilst continuing to protect its rental income. Remaining compliant
and managing all other aspects of the housing and asset management business will
continue in accordance with both Scottish Government and Scottish Housing
Regulatory frameworks.
The partnership with Weslo will undoubtedly be resource intensive and we wish to
ensure that Weslo tenants reap the benefits of joining Link in terms of high standard
service delivery.
With a strong committed team of staff, we look forward to delivering a high housing
and asset management service in 2021/2022.
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Appendix 1

Indicator

Reason

Gross Rent arrears as a
% of rent due

ARC indicator
Service Impact

% of new tenancies
sustained for more than
a year by source of let
Of properties available
(and there was a
demand for homeless)
how many were let to
homeless applicants
% of tenants who feel
that rent for their
property represents good
value for money
Average re-let times
(calendar days)

LHA
Performance
to Q 3
2020/2021
3.92%

Targets
2020/2021

Proposed
targets
2021/22

Scottish
Average
2019/20

5.5%

5.6%

5.8%

ARC indicator
Service Impact
Prevention of
homelessness
ARC indicator
Service Impact
Prevention of
homelessness

93.73%

90%

90%

89.1%

67.22%

>70%

>70%

N/A

ARC indicator
Service Impact

76.43%

85%

84%

83.60%

ARC indicator
Service Impact

50.96 days
(Covid
impacted)
1.17%

25 days

25 days

31.8 days

0.5%

0.6%

1.20%

Evictions
< 32
Abandon
ments <
34
99.7%

Eviction
<33
Abandon
ments <
35
99.6%

N/A

3551

5952
properties

100%

100%

Potential
underspend of
around
£2.5m/£3m
(Covid
impacted)
External
surveys only
carried out
(impacted by
Covid)

100%
spend

£6.7m

N/A

>20% of
total stock

>20% of
total stock

N/A

% of rent due lost
through homes being
empty
Reduce number of
evictions and
abandonments

ARC indicator
Service Impact
ARC indicator
Service Impact

4 evictions 28
abandonments
(Covid
impacted)

Increase number of
properties meeting
SHQS target
Achieve 100% smoke
and heat compliance by
March 2022
Deliver component
renewal programme
within budget of £6.7M

ARC indicator
Legislative
requirement
ARC indicator
Legislative
requirement
Service delivery

99.46%

Increase stock condition
surveys

ARC indicator

94.4%

Appendix 2

LHA PERFORMANCE
REPORT 2020-21

END OF
YEAR
2019/20

YEAR TO
DATE
2020/21

Q1

Q2

Q3

2020/21
Targets

Number of property relets
Number of new build lets
Total new tenancies
Average lettable days void

620
113
728
6.64

371
205
576
13.51

44
7
51
41.39

169
165
334
12.83

158
33
191
6.08

N/A
341
N/A
5

Total void days
Rent Loss for all voids let (£)
% Annual Rental income lost
through voids let during the year
No of applications processed via
Homehunt

25.5
£186,971.31

50.96
£205,804.41

64.49
£37,323.41

59.37
£102,279.00

33.47
£66,202.00

25
N/A

£3

0.62%

1.17%

0.12%

0.42%

0.63%

0.50%

£1

11332

7508

1568

3138

2802

N/A

No of priority passes awarded
% Let to those with a priority pass
(including homeless applicants)
% let to those who are homeless
where there is demand
% of refusals of offers made
No of refusals
Rolling year Sustainment
No of ASB cases raised
ASB cases closed
No of abandonments
Total value of current arrears (not
former)
Total value of former arrears
Value of write off
Total arrears
% Gross arrears all areas (no
allowance for benefit due)
% of Former tenants’ arrears
No Arrears Cases
No of evictions carried out
No of Universal credit cases
WR – No. of issues
WR – Amount of Monetary Gain
Money Advice no. of referrals

4580

3686

1082

1253

1351

N/A

70.86%

83.68%

90.20%

87.02%

86.53%

N/A

27.63%
27.56%
277
91.73%
899
792
22

67.22%
16.52%
114
93.73%
739
525
28

52.50%
0.00%
0
97.81%
288
208
8

76.22%
9.24%
34
97.02%
283
223
11

76.22%
29.52%
80
98.90%
168
94
9

>70%
N/A
N/A
90%
N/A
N/A
<34

£1,047,615
£80,256
£165,407
£1,293,278.72

£1,179,904
£181,768
£165,423
£1,372,198

£1,177,827
£138,876.58
£10,526.47
£1,327,231

£1,179,904
£181,768
£80,036
£1,441,708

£1,108,471
£136,561
£74,860.69
£1,245,033

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

4.31%
0.27%
2531
29
1372
2,834
£2,589,215
326

3.92%
0.46%
2326
4
1907
2633
£1,990,554
151

4.26%
0.45%
2594
0
1598
998
£708,419.96
48

4.55%
0.61%
2433
2
1795
835
£692,900.00
78

3.92%
0.46%
2326
2
1907
800
£589,233.62
25

6%
N/A
N/A
<32
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

NB – Q 4 FIGURES FOR 2020/21
TO BE COLLATED
Red – Predicted to be out of target
by year end.
Amber – Predicted to be on target
by year end.
Green predicted to be on target.

SH

Appendix 3
Risk

Cause

Initial
Rating
(IxP)

Controls

Risk
Owner

Lack of Strategic Planning.
N.B. Covid-19 Pandemic has
separate risk register

Time, skills, and resources
insufficient.

3x3=9

SLT

1x2=2

No KPI

Lack of sufficient Board
resources and skills to govern
all subsidiary Boards effectively

Members schedules busy/ ill
health/lack of adequate
training/mismatch of
skills/inability to recruit.

2x2=4

SLT

1x2=2

No KPI

O

Poor Regulator / Care
Commission Inspection reports

Poor support/ supervision/
service delivery/ ARC results
do not compare well with
peers.

3x3=9

SLT

2x2=4

No KPI - Care
Inspectorate
Inspections/gradings
for Sheltered Housing
provision.

O

Insufficient resources/negative
impact on staff health and
wellbeing to deliver service
growth and change programme
(Covered in Covid-19 Pandemic
Risk Register)
Failure to deliver services to
tenants

Insufficient
planning/unrealistic
timescales and/ or funding
constraints to implement
major corporate projects.

4x3=12

Business planning/strategy days/
Budgets/ Monitoring/ Reporting to
GLT and other Boards. Housing
Services strategy being developed for
2020-2025.
Refreshment of board membership.
Annual review of individual
performance for Board members in
accordance with Annual Assurance
Statement and SHR standards of
governance.
Regular reporting to LHA Board/LG
Board/tenant feedback/tenant
consultation/Monthly KPI
reporting/staff support/ staff
supervision/internal audit/ARC
reporting and benchmarking.
Regular feedback from staff.
Performance reviews/robust business
planning and transformation
implementation.

Strategic(S)
or
Operational
(O) Risk
S

SLT

4x2=8

No KPI

O

Financial
constraints/ineffective service
delivery/failure of customer
app/staff app and associated
technology.

2x4=8

Weekly and monthly monitoring of key
performance areas/analysis of
customer feedback/lessons
learned/scrutiny panel/Quarterly
Board Reports.

SLT

2x3=6

KPIs reported to LGB –
re-let time, lettings to
homeless hhs, rent
loss, arrears, tenancies
refused, ASB resolved,
Additional KPI'S
reported to LHA Board.

S

Residual
Risk

Relevant KPI (LGB
Qly Report)

Loss of Income (Rental Income /
Funding / void loss)(see
separate Welfare Reform Risk
Register)

Non-payment of rent by
customers/ No housing
benefit received/ no
Universal credit received/lack
of support to tenants/Lack of
budget control/ increased
abandonment/ Customers
not engaged/impact of
welfare reforms.

4x4=16

Isolation/Remote working
(covered in Covid pandemic
risk register)

Lack of communication and
support/ poor intelligence or
reporting/ Unpredictable
behaviour.
Central and Scottish
Government changes.

2x4=8

Unfavourable results from
welfare reforms (Property
Occupancy)/ Reduced benefit
payments/benefit cap/benefit
freeze (see separate Welfare
Reform Risk Register)

Central and Scottish
Government changes.

4x4=12

Failure to comply with Scottish
Social Housing Charter
outcomes

Not equipped to deliver
Scottish Social Housing
Charter outcomes; Annual
Assurance Statement
outcomes show
noncompliance in housing
management.

3x4=12

Loss of supported funding from
local authorities for sheltered
housing developments

Systems for evidence
collection inadequate to
demonstrate compliance.

3x3=9

Re-organisation of staff resources to
focus on income and arrears
management process/ Tenancy
Sustainment/ Budget monitoring.
KPI's. Reporting cycles/ annual visits/
early intervention initiatives/ service
first project. Commitment from Group
to continue with money and debt
advice services. Continue to request
funding for support services to
tenants.
Flags on the system/ crystal ball/
training/ team briefings/ procedures/
working practices/policies/technology.

SLT

4x3=12

Arrears KPIs reported –
gross arrears, total £s,
former tenants. LGB
Financial report also
includes net rental
income

O

SLT

2x3=6

No KPI

O

Review of Sheltered Housing Service
2019/20 to be non-dependent upon
external funding. Alternative model of
retirement plus housing in place
should funding be withdrawn in
2021/22.
Training for staff/knowledge of staff/
Continued assessment of impact of
welfare reforms and monitoring of
early intervention/financial and digital
inclusion strategy/Service First
Project/identifying tenants requiring
specific support.
Staff training and allocation of
responsibility; development of tenant
inspection and scrutiny panels. Full
suite of KPI's presented to LHA Board
quarterly. Monitoring regime through
internal and external verification of
ARC indicators, Internal audit, and
weekly and monthly monitoring of
KPI's. Continual improvement plan
and root and branch review of
processes.
Relevant data collection systems in
place and programmed
improvements.
Review of SLA's with management
providers and verification visits.

SLT

3x2=6

Care Inspectorate
regulated

O

SLT

3x2=6

No KPI - Reported to LGB
twice yearly/SMG and
LHA Board
quarterly/Monthly internal
performance

S

SLT

2x2=4

ARC KPIs included –
repairs, lettings, ASB,
tenancy offers arrears

O

Tenant perception of value for
money remains low

Inadequate and ineffective
efforts in communication and
engagement to monitor,
improve tenant
awareness/perception of
value for money and consider
findings.

2x4=8

Compliance - Failure to comply
with General Data Protection
Rules (GDPR) 2018

Failure to comply with new
legislation leading to
monetary fines by ICO.

2x3=6

Compliance - Failure to comply
with provisions of Housing
(Scotland) Act 2014

Non-compliance of statutory
duties in allocation of
properties and tenancy
changes.

4x4=16

Compliance - Gas
Servicing/Asbestos/legionella
Management failure

Inadequate administration
and reporting procedures in
place. Poor monitoring.

Compliance - failure to comply
with Energy Efficiency
Standards in Social Housing
(EESSH) BY 2020

Compliance - requirement to
notify the regulator of a
notifiable event triggers a loan
covenant breach.
Compliance - Extension of the
Freedom of Information Act to
housing association

Maintain consultations with tenants.
Involvement of Tenant Scrutiny Panel
benchmarking/tenant
communication/Collection of data
through customer satisfaction
surveys/ annual tenancy visits and
more widely across other business
areas.
Staff training/information
management projects/technology
project/ICT&D Strategy/Corporate
action plan/monthly internal
monitoring.
Consultation and new policies
completed 2019. Ongoing staff
training of new procedures. Staff hold
or working towards CIH qualification.

SLT

2x3=6

KPI'S Reported to GLT/All
groups Boards

S

SLT

2x2=4

Report to GLT

O

SLT

3x2=6

Report to GLT/Boards

S

4x4=16

Strict monitoring and appropriate
policies. Procedures and systems in
place together with audits.

SLT

1x4=4

Gas Safety KPI reported
to LGB and LHA Board

O

Lack of energy performance
data and management of
data; cuts in external funding
for energy efficiency
improvement programmes;
lack of participation by
owners in mixed tenure
blocks.
Requirement to notify SHR
before implications of
notifiable event are clear.

4x4=16

SLT

2x2=4

NO KPI/Reported in ARC

O

SLT

2x2=4

Notifiable events reported
to GLT

O

Excessive administration
burden on resources.

3x4=12

Management of stock and energy
data. Investment and implementation
of agreed programme of works.
Ongoing dialogue with local authority
to discuss next steps and options
available to pursue additional works
with owners in mixed tenure blocks
requiring improvements.
Good governance/maintain
awareness of SHR interest/minimise
situations requiring notification to
SHR.
Maintain awareness of legislative
programme.

SLT

2x3=6

Reported to GLT

O

3x3=9

Aging Population and changing
needs of tenants resulting in
lack of suitable stock to meet
tenant needs

Grant funding cut/ lower than
need; inability to meet
demand; additional pressure
on repairs budgets.

3x3=9

Affordability - Rents cut or
freezes become inevitable
threatening viability

Housing benefit eligibility
related to rent levels; New
social security and other
devolved powers in Scotland
bring about rent cap; Impact
of LHA cap.

3x3=9

Increased Costs

3x3=9

Service failure (see Covid-19
Pandemic Risk Register)

Contractors/Suppliers withdrawal of
services/significant cost
increases e.g., due to Brexit
or geographical locations;
failure to follow procurement
rules.
Severe weather/major
disaster.

Service failure (See Covid-19
Pandemic Risk Register)

Sickness
epidemic/pandemic.

3x2=6

Failure to increase supply of
housing for wheelchair users

Link Group is unable or
unwilling to include provision;
lack of opportunity to
influence local authority;
grant regime does not
encourage to enable good
practice.

3x3=9

3x2=6

Annual submission for Scottish
Government Stage 3 Adaptations
funding; continue dialogue with IC
and Scot Gov; Adaptations Policy and
continued dialogue with local authority
and Health and Social Care
Partnership (HSCP).
Sensitivity analysis shows this to be
area of high exposure; High
awareness of cost centres and of
areas of budget which would or could
be cut if required; rent setting policy
being reviewed in 2020/21 with
reference affordability assets/new
build and local allowance levels.
Procurement partnerships with Link
Group and others/Procurement
Manual/ Procurement Hub; Key
contracts delivered in house (Link
Group); Risk appraisal and plan for
alternative delivery arrangements.

SLT

3x2=6

No KPI

O

SLT

3x2=6

Reported to GLT/Boards

O

SLT

3x2=6

No KPI

O

Disaster Recovery Plan and business
continuity plan in place/Telephone
tree system/staff to operate from
office nearest to home/work from
home.
Invoking disaster recovery plan;
ensuring health protocols are
communicated and followed; ensure
staff welfare support and enhanced
communication.
Link Group Business Plan and design
guide include commitments;
influencing work of Scottish
Government advisory groups;
increase attendance at LA forums;
research programme; develop and
implement new Award for Excellence
in Inclusive Design; Inclusive Design
Policy; Annual external audit.

SLT

3x1=3

No KPI

S

SLT

3x1=3

No KPI

S

SLT

2x2=4

Reported through
Business plans

O

Unable to develop new
initiatives or develop or acquire
properties because of lack of
investment or loan capital e.g.,
Access Ownership
ICT&D

Absence of willing lenders or
investors; Lack of time to
develop business plans and
identify and pursue funding
options.
Inadequate Housing Service
ICT infrastructure for serving
customers; Communications
and engagement tools are
outdated and fail to meet
customer needs and
promotional needs.

3x3=9

Appraisal of different lending or
investment options -secured and
unsecured; consultancy assistance
to obtain the funding.

SLT

2x3=6

No KPI

3x2=6

SLT

2x2=4

Reported through Digital
Strategy actions and to
GLT

Allocations policy procedures
and systems do not improve
access to suitable housing - or
deliver fewer good outcomes
for disabled applicants than for
non-disabled applicants

Review of choice-based
lettings system (Homehunt)
and ensure disability/equality
provisions are made; contract
with Homehunt due to expire
2021; Difficulties operating
across two or more letting
systems - Homehunt, CHRs,
Home2 Fit.
WHHA Has 18 shared equity
on site to sell across Mull,
Islay, and Barcaldine; the
total sales cost is £1.5m
across 3 sites.
Impact of development over
the last 10 years.

3x3=9

Invest in remote working
technology/customer self-service
app/continual training; Develop staff
confidence and systems to support
social media communications with
tenants and for promotions; detailed
customer profiling; investment in
welfare rights and tenancy
sustainment services; ability to
signposting tenants to locally based
training and free access to internet.
Review of choice based letting
system complete and new Home
Choice Link system due for
implementation June 2021.
Previous system Homehunt will be
deactivated in September 2021.

SLT

3x2=6

KPI’s reported to Boards

O

4x3=12

Engaged estate agent; trying to sell
off plan and already some interest;
agreement with SG to move to rent
if required.

GLT

2x3=6

No KPI

O

4x4=16

WHHA
Board

3x4=12

No KPI

O

Receiving grants for work.

4x3=12

WHHA development Programme
scaled down; projecting a decrease
in the next 5 years that will show a
different picture when
benchmarking.
Ensure adequate Board oversight.

SLT

3x3=9

No KPI

O

Poor Legionella risk
management, policy,
procedures, monitoring and
reporting. Human error.

4x4=16

SLT

1x4=4

No KPI- Reported to LHA
Board from October 2020
and LG Board

S

WHHA - New supply shared
equity sales

WHHA - Debt per unit high benchmarked across SHN work.
Present £18,500/5 years £15,256

One off projects that are
resource intensive the reward is
of benefit
Non-compliance with Legionella
(See Covid-19 Pandemic Risk
Register)

Adherence to existing Policy,
Written Scheme, and procedures;
Control Scheme measures,
reporting of performance,
monitoring. Utilisation of subject
appropriate “database” with stock
data and programme.

O

Non-compliance with Asbestos
Management

Poor asbestos control
and management
policy, procedures,
monitoring and
reporting requirements.
Human error.
Poor servicing
programmes,
procedures, monitoring
and reporting. Human
error.

4x4=16

Adherence to existing Policy and
procedures for both Management and
Control of Asbestos, including review and
monitoring.

SLT

1x4=4

No KPI - reported to LHA
Board and LGB Board

O

4x4=16

Adherence to existing programmes,
Policy, and procedures; reporting of
performance and ensuring annual
services are achieved by anniversary
date. Introduction of system generated
processes. Increase data collection on
contractor's performance. Contractor
performance spot checks by external
consultant. Link Property delivering
service and repairs - inhouse control.

SLT

1x4=4

Gas safety KPI reported to
GLT, LGB and to all other
Boards

S

Failure to achieve Energy
Efficiency Standards in Social
Housing (EESSH) by 2020 Asset
Management (AM). Failure to
plan for EESSH 2 due by 2032

Poor energy
performance data;
Insufficient programmes
of work/ delivery
failures.

2x2=4

SLT

1x2=2

This is reported annually
in Business Plans, in the
ARC ,Benchmarking
reports and Boards

O

Cyclical Maintenance Servicing
not achieved (See Covid-19
Risk Register)

Poor Health and Safety
management; Poor
service plan; Resource
constraints.

3x2=6

Continued management of stock energy
data and appropriate management for all
data on stock imported to Aareon.
Appropriate works programmes and
targeted investment or disposal. EESSH
2 strategy document being developed
2021/22
Monitoring cycles, auditing delivery of
these contracts, dedicated staff in
specific service areas. Dedicated
Compliance Officer and Admin in place.

SLT

1x2=2

O

Failure to deliver good quality
Reactive and Voids Repairs
Service (See Covid-19 Risk
Register)

Negative
reputation/tenants view
of safe & secure
occupation of their
homes. Poor contractor
performance.

4x2=8

SLT

3x1=3

Failure to comply with CDM
Regulations in relation to
appointment of consultants and
contractors

Inadequate pre
appointments ‘checks’
of competence.

3x3=9

Review Meetings, Daily, Weekly &
Monthly monitoring of Link Property
performance (and of their specialist subcontractors by them) Formal reporting
and KPIs for Link Property and
subcontractors to Director and Board(s)
ISO 9001 accreditation achieved.
Tenants advised and web site updated
as required.
The CDM Regulations (2015) identify the
Principal Designer as the duty holder in
respect of CDM coordination. Link will
ensure the Principal Designer is
competent to deliver this role. In the case
of Link Property (LP) engagement, LP is
the Principal Designer for Link and
subsidiary activities. LP will engage
consultant for support /advice as
required.

Gas safety KPI reported to
GLT.LGB and to LHA
Board. Other health and
safety compliance
reported quarterly to LHA
and LG Boards.
Repairs KPIs included –
satisfaction, length of time
for emergencies and nonemergencies – reported to
LG Board and GLT

SLT

3x1=3

No KPI

O

Non-compliance with Gas
Regulations (see Covid-19
Pandemic Risk Register)

S

Appendix 4
Covid-19 Risk Assessment
UPDATED/REVIEWED
5 JANUARY 2021
Probability of
occurrence

Initial Risk
Score

1. Death of Employee due to virus

High/Medium Government and NHS
guidance is being followed
to reduce numbers of
pandemic infections
leading to hospitalisation.

4x4=16

2. Physical Safety of front-line staff
compromised

High - staff are carrying
out all health & safety
checks in common areas
and operatives are
entering buildings where
surfaces have been
cleaned.

3x4=12

3. Sickness/Absence due to adverse
impact of staff mental wellbeing

High - staff numbers may
be depleted due to
pandemic symptoms or
hospitalisation. Absences
may increase through non
pandemic related issues
including mental health
and stress of working from
home.

3x3=9

4. Changes to daily operations during
lockdown and tiered periods.

High/medium - changes
occurring frequently may
result in confusion for
tenants and staff.

2x3=6

Risk

Control Measures
Ensuring "at risk" employees are removed from front line duties if
applicable and isolated from risk environments. Closure of all offices
except two main offices for the purposes of operatives carrying out
emergency repairs and other admin requirements. Social distancing
measures being followed when in office and guidance issued. Staff who
are working from home are following Government/NHS guidance.
Linkipedia updated continually with reviewed Covid guidance/policies for
staff.
Jan 2021 update - status quo
Ensure robust PPE in place and staff fully understand procedures.
Ensure stocks of PPE are in supply and controlled and distributed across
the group particularly in accordance with Care Inspectorate/NHS
guidance. Communication with tenants advising of changes to working
practices is continuing either in writing to all tenants/sheltered housing
and retirement developments or through web site.
Jan 2021 update - status quo
Ensure information is made available to staff; ensure frequent line
management contact is made to all staff and a frequent assessment of
wellbeing is made; make feedback channels easily accessible and clear;
ensure availability and ease of access of support including 3rd party.
Strategic planning of staff resources to maintain critical business
functions ongoing ensuring offices only operating with minimum staff as
directed by Scottish Government latest communication. Communication
with all customers advising of change in service standards in writing or
via web site ongoing.
Jan 2021 update - status quo
Regular communication with tenants in writing and through web site.
Staff newsletters, monthly updates to Boards and staff of position of all
critical housing management functions, e.g., repairs, gas servicing,
allocations, planned maintenance and new build positions. Reminder
information to external contractors working on behalf of Link to adhere to
Scottish Government guidelines.
Jan 2021 update - status quo

Residual Risk
Score
4x2=8

3x2=6

3x2=6

2x2=4

5. Breach of regulatory/constitutional
compliance

High - a breach of
legislative compliance
could lead to criminal
fines/imprisonment/death
of members of
public/tenants/owners.
Monetary and reputational
damage of breaches of
GDPR.

4x3=12

6. Adverse effect on rental income and
void loss

High - tenants' ability to
pay is restricted through
furlough or loss of
employment. Restriction
of movement prevents
properties being let.
Temporary changes to
legislation have adverse
effect on evictions
increasing bad debt
provision. Changes in
welfare reforms have
adverse effect on rental
income.
High - financial plans may
not be achieved due to
loss of rental
income/decrease in the
new development
programme/planned works
and routine repairs
suspended.
High - announcement
updates from Scottish and
UK Government ongoing.

3x4=12

6. Adverse effect on business plans &
cashflow

7. Discontinuation or amendment of UK
Government Job Retention Scheme

Ensure systems and processes are in place for business continuity and
monitor regulators'/Scottish Government/HSE concessions where
applicable particularly about gas servicing. Carry out other health &
safety inspections as appropriate i.e., legionella/asbestos/fire checks.
Insurance company advised of increased risks. Monthly reporting of
critical information to Scottish Housing Regulator and monitored through
Board reporting of KPI's and exceptions and regular updates to Group
Leadership Team.
Jan 2021 update - status quo
All 6,900 tenants already contacted to assess ability to pay rent and offer
of welfare benefits advice. Commence practical letting of properties
when government guidance issued and continue to let to vulnerable
tenants where possible. Communication to staff and tenants on changes
to legislation affecting collection of rent and bad debt. Training for front
line staff provided and procedures changed to reflect guidance/legislation.
Regular reporting to Boards and Scottish Housing Regulator. Strategic
planning and review of critical business areas ongoing whilst remote
working.

4x1=4

3x2=6

Jan 2021 update - all tenants being contacted again to provide
welfare check update to allow analysis of results in terms of fuel
poverty, financial hardship, other support.
4x3=12

Demonstrate continued operational achievement through rolling stress
testing of plans/cashflows when assumptions are updated Contact with
lenders ongoing. Financial updates to Link Group Board.

4x2=8

Jan 2021 update - LG Board and SHR provided with continual
financial updates

3x3=9

Review mid-May the financial impact of any changes to the Job Retention
Scheme and carry out an options appraisal at that point to assess future
financial liability of underwriting the government contribution to maintain
full salary and job retention.
Jan 2021 update - the Job Retention Scheme has been extended to
30 April 2021; with the option for employers to use the Scheme for
people with caring responsibilities. This option is unlikely to be
relevant for use unless in limited and exceptional circumstances
given the nature of key services delivered from within Link Housing.

3x2=6

Appendix 5
Planned and Cyclical
Compliance Work
Asbestos Management

£

Description

£

41,406.00

Domestic Heating Servicing and
Maintenance (inc. Gas)

£

1,200,000.00

Serving and maintenance of domestic Gas boilers,
unvented cylinders, ASHP's and testing of valves,
smoke, and carbon monoxide alarms

Communal Boiler Maintenance

£

72,000.00

Biomass Boilers (Luss)
Maintenance
Stage 3 Equipment Servicing

£

9,109.00

£

10,647.00

servicing of commercial boilers at several locations
- contingency sum for repairs included
Specialist servicing contract (based down South)
supported by Link Property
Specialist hoists and baths

Gas Audit Services

£

42,589.00

Legionella Testing

£

110,000.00

Emergency Lighting

£

144,592.00

Gutter Cleaning

£

75,000.00

Roof Anchors Testing/Maintenance

£

7,887.00

Annual checks

Servicing Auto Door Closers

£

8,544.00

Specialist servicing

Portable Appliance Testing

£

5,126.00

Testing white goods/other appliances

Portable Appliance Testing (MMR)

£

26,289.00

Testing white goods

MVHR and Ventilation

£

7,887.00

Filter cleans/changes

Lift Maintenance

£

23,661.00

Link share only

Lift Consultancy

£

19,717.00

Specialist advice, insurance checks and audit of Lift
contractor

Retention

£

25,000.00

Internal and External Painter work

£

393,000.00

Internal and external painter work prioritised by
stock surveys. This is a small fraction of the painter
work now due

Window and door replacements

£

1,432,175.00

Domestic Gas Boilers

£

308,352.00

Kitchen Replacements

£

239,659.00

Windows for 368 properties, common windows to
63 blocks (subject to consultation) and 346 external
doors
Ad-hoc replacement as identified by maintenance
contractor
91 Kitchens

Bathroom Replacements

£

322,172.00

131 Bathrooms

Door Entry Systems

£

28,800.00

Stage 3 - Bathroom replacements

£

110,080.00

Annual inspections, pre major works surveys and
contingency for any removal work required

10% of services and Landlord Gas Service Records
audited
Routine checks, Risk Assessments and
contingency including disinfection of tanks as
identified
Fire alarm, emergency lighting, smoke vent and
extinguisher checks throughout stock
Ad-hoc gutter cleaning by Link Property

Ad-hoc replacements as required
32 level access shower replacements.

Common Floor Finishes

£

97,375.00

Subject to consultation with owners

Electrical Consumer units

£

130,400.00

Smoke Detectors

£

760,000.00

Ad Hoc Professional Fees

£

25,000.00

Structural engineers as required

Tenants Disturbance Payments

£

15,000.00

Following major repairs

Shower Replacements

£

65,000.00

Ad hoc failures. Showers are not replaced on a
planned cycle other than with bathroom
replacement at 30 years

Link Stage 3 Allowance

£

50,000.00

Top up grant received

Canmore Street - Structural Works
(Link Share) C/F

£

15,000.00

Pre-work consultation, design, planning application.
Structural work to stairs at rear where Link Is not
the majority owner nor factor

Estate Improvements

£

50,000.00

Ad Hoc Landscape works, inc.
Individual GAP gardens

£

72,000.00

Work to common paths, retaining walls and Link
owned garages in Port Glasgow
Tenancies which inc. garden maintenance. General
tree works identified through the year

Sheltered Housing upgrades
(Estimates)

£

39,000.00

£

15,000.00

Energy Efficiency Standards for
Social Housing(EESSH)

£

75,000.00

Estate Enhancements

£

150,000.00

Tenant and APS identified projects to communal
areas and backcourts e.g., bin store improvements

Electrical Installation Condition
Report (EICR)
Roman Bar, Falkirk Roof works

£

360,000.00

£

25,000.00

Hope Street

£

25,000.00

Electrical checks carried out during major repairs
and targeted
Significant issues with water penetration. Subject to
owner consultation
Stonework and roof repairs

Barnton/Queensferry, Edinburgh –
Roofs
Stonework Survey

£

256,000.00

£

50,000.00

Survey to allow Link to identify, prioritise and
budget for stonework repairs in coming years

Fire Alarms, Stirling University

£

75,000.00

Upgrade required to ensure compliance

Major Repairs general allowance

£

250,000.00

Roof Replacements – Various

£

132,595.00

Stair lighting/Common close
lighting
Paisley - various addresses

£

37,800.00

£

25,000

Bridgehaugh, Stirling

£

10,000

Overall Budget Total

£

6,861,339.00

As required along with kitchen and bathroom
replacements or at void
To bring to new standard price prior to 2022

Scope to be confirmed - Alarm upgrades and
general upgrades
Support de-carbonisation grant received for West
Lothian ASHP and PV panel installation

Roof and render replacements

Ad-Hoc repairs/small projects identified during
course of the year
Port Glasgow, Claddens and Roman Bar
Various addresses
Stonework repairs identified in survey by
Conservation Masonry
Installation of close door and door entry system
Excluding smoke detector upgrades

